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snake in the eagles shadow was directed by yuen woo-ping and produced by sam wong, who also appeared in the film, his first major role. it was actually a sequel to his previous film, snakes and eagles, released in 1973.the plot is fairly simple, but it gets off to a very funny start with two friends, chiao (yuen wah) and ah tsai (sam seed) who are
planning a robbery. the plan is to rob a military arms depot, but things don't go according to plan and chiao and ah tsai end up in the arms of the police. but the duo have more tricks up their sleeves than you'd think, and they manage to outwit the police. the following day, they encounter one of the arms depot guards named pang (hwang jang lee)
and in the ensuing fight, chiao accidentally kills ah tsai. chiao takes the body to the police, but the police have their own plans for chiao and they plan to frame him for the murder. but chiao doesn't give up so easily and he manages to put together a number of real and imaginary evidence to save his skin. snake in the eagles shadow is one of the
finest of jackie chan's early period films. chan is a novice, but he has a lot of ambition and he is eager to prove himself. he also has a great screen presence that is as engaging as it is warm and likable. he is a delight to watch in the film, and his energy and performance are excellent. he is also a great physical comedian. chan's physical comedy is
always entertaining and spontaneous, and it can be very funny. chan does a great job of being energetic, full of energy and enthusiastic, all of which contribute to his performance. chan's own style is very hip, and it is entertaining to see him doing that. chan's actual fighting style is quite impressive, especially as he faces off with the much larger

hwang jang lee. chan uses a lot of hip movements in his fight sequences, and he uses his body very well. he fights quite gracefully and his kung fu is very slick. chan's acting style is very natural and easy to watch, and he is able to convey emotion very well.
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chien fu (jackie chan) is a boy who is used as a janitor at his kung fu school. fu cant fight and is always getting bullied by the teachers and pupils. one day, an old man helps fu train in an art of kung fu called the snakes fist. fu doesnt get bullied again. then fu creates his own style and mixes it with the snakes fist. his style is based on the movement
and actions of a cat. one day, the old man is in trouble by a man who does the eagles claw, and fu helps the old man. it starts with a fight on the beach as carter is there to arrest the guy. cut to lung fei is looking for don wong. he and carter run the escort and are being robbed. don displays unbelievable generosity to the bandits. he is also

unbelievably generous to lee kwan when he tries to rob him. they become friends.this movie has a title problem and a version problem. apparently some versions also include clips from the jackie chan movie snake in the eagle's shadow with hwang jang lee. i have two copies. the one under the original title is english dubbed, fake widescreen and
the resolution is inconsistent. the resolution is okay when they are talking then poor when they are fighting. the movie saved as part 2 is better resolution throughout and also has much more jackie chan clips stuck in at the beginning.suitable for fans of the genre to compare versions. otherwise not for folks just looking for a jackie chan movie. chien
fu (jackie chan) is a boy who is used as a janitor at his kung fu school. fu cant fight and is always getting bullied by the teachers and pupils. one day, an old man helps fu train in an art of kung fu called the snakes fist. fu doesnt get bullied again. then fu creates his own style and mixes it with the snakes fist. his style is based on the movement and

actions of a cat. one day, the old man is in trouble by a man who does the eagles claw, and fu helps the old man. 5ec8ef588b
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